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Sidebar and caption

This article first appeared in FE #320, Spring 1985 under the pen-name George
Bradford. It is reprinted on the 20th anniversary of the defeat of the U.S. empire
in Vietnam.

The Final Solution
Above: Vietnam forest before and after aerial defoliation with Agent Orange and
other chemicals. The U.S. war against the land–using bombs and artillery, biocidal chemical defoliants, giant bulldozers and forced population removal–was so
devastating that scientists coined the word “ecocide” to describe the enormous
scope of the destruction. A study done by the Vietnamese government and The
Switzerland-based International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources showed an agricultural nation devastated by “deliberate destruction of
the environment as a military tactic on a scale never before seen in the history
of warfare.” By the mid-1980s, as a result of the war one third of the country
was considered wasteland. In thirty years of warfare some forty million acres of
forest were lost. Some nineteen million gallons of herbicides were dumped on the
croplands and forests according to U.S. figures.
“Colossal damage from 25 million bomb craters, which caused displacement
of a billion cubic meters of earth,” says the report, now results in health hazards
and disrupts water flow. Dikes and other agricultural systems, forests, farmlands
and wildlife were destroyed, and villages and cemeteries razed by giant bulldozers. Wildlife and domestic animals such as oxen and elephants were systematically
destroyed to prevent their use as transportation. The long-term effects are most
serious: some forests had still not recovered by the mid-1980s, and fisheries remained greatly reduced in variety and productivity. “Cropland productivity is still
below former levels,” scientists reported, “and there is a great increase in toxinrelated diseases and cancer.”
The American “final solution” to the Vietnamese “problem” continues today in
the post-war poverty that pressures Vietnam to damage its resources, the erosion
of the country’s soils, the daily deaths and injuries to people from live ordnance
and mines left behind, and the mutation of cells and genes in the living and the
unborn.
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Introduction: “Hell No, That Won’t Go”
by Richard Drinnon
Another decade has passed and it is Spring 1995, twenty years since the “fall
of Saigon to the Vietnamese,” in David Watson’s mordant words, and the man
who gave his name to that war has just published In Retrospect, a memoir from
which he broadcasts what everyone by now has heard: “we were wrong, terribly
wrong.” Now the ur-Whiz Kid tells us that he had become a covert convert to the
antiwar movement even by 1967, the year twenty thousand resisters tried to shut
down his Department of Defense. If only the erstwhile carpet bomber had then
come outside to join the fair number of us who had slipped by the soldiers and
the marshals to piss on the Pentagon, what a triumphant relief that would have
been, what an epiphany! Yet after twenty-eight years we can still say that Robert
S. McNamara’s tardy outing is better late than never, no?
NO! rumbles The New York Times in a remarkable editorial on “stale tears,
three decades late”: “Mr. McNamara must not escape the lasting moral condemnation of his countrymen.” (April 12, 1995). This hanging verdict condemns him
for not joining in the national debate over the war and daringly sides not only with
the young people who served in the ranks “because they, in their innocence, could
not fathom the mendacity of their elders,” but also–hold on to your seats–with
“another set of heroes–the thousands of students who returned this nation to sanity by chanting, ‘Hell, no, we won’t go.’” The big trouble here, of course, is that
the Times is climbing to this high moral ground over the backs of all those students it maligned in the sixties. It plays fast and loose with your and my memory
by dragging what it too calls “Mr. McNamara’s War” down over the trail of its
own responsibility, not as a youthful dissident but as a mendacious elder, for the
slaughter it at first promoted and never resisted. Hell, no, that won’t go.
So, what did go so terribly wrong? Acting “according to what we thought
were the principles and traditions of this nation,” McNamara and his team made
mistakes–“mostly honest,” he claims–the foremost of which was their total failure to identify what used to be staple fare at our “teach-ins,” namely, the nationalist core of the Vietnamese drive to unify their country. “I had never visited
3

Indochina,” he admits, “nor did I understand or appreciate its history, language,
culture, or values.” Worse, thanks to the purges of top State Department Asia
hands in the McCarthy fifties, he and other officials in the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations “lacked experts for us to consult to compensate for our ignorance
about Southeast Asia.” But this supposed dearth of “experts” was itself suggestive.
McNamara still does not grasp that his imperial ignorance of other cultures and
peoples, especially colored, is as American as the Pledge of Allegiance. It was
precisely because he was acting according to “the principles and traditions of this
nation” that the Vietnamese were as unknown to him as the Seminoles had been
to Andrew Jackson, the Filipinos to William McKinley. the Haitians to Woodrow
Wilson, the Guatemalans to John Foster Dulles, or the Panamanians to Theodore
Roosevelt and George Bush.
“Did you rely too heavily on the body count and other numbers?” asked
an interviewer (Newsweek, April 17, 1995). “No,” declared McNamara, “but
that is the wrong question. The right question is, did you rely on the wrong
strategy–conventional military tactics instead of winning the hearts and minds of
the people–and the answer to that is yes. It was totally wrong.” But here he was
simply recycling the counterinsurgency thesis of Edward Lansdale, his special
assistant in the early sixties and the legendary CIA operative some credited with
the creation of South Vietnam. This plunges us back into those glory days when
the best and the brightest undertook “to pay any price, bear any burden,” and
so on, “in order to insure the survival and success of liberty.” Here the bottom
wrong is not the destination of an empire called “liberty” but the fatefully flawed
strategy that kept it from getting to all those hearts and minds. The old New
Frontiersman has written a revised and improved manual for the next generation
of empire-builders.
On visits to the Vietnam Memorial with its fifty-eight thousand names, McNamara reveals that he has strong feelings and breaks down in tears. In my mind’s
eye I see him sobbing before a wall fifty times that size as he is tormented by the
three million names that will never be memorialized anywhere. But I should know
better, for he sheds no tears for the Vietnamese dead in his memoir and in that
too he is acting strictly according to “the principles and traditions of this nation,”
a nation in which native lives have always come cheap.
The Vietnam War was “America’s finest hour,” said Hubert H. Humphrey, another enthusiast prone to crying jags. David Watson reminds us of Humphrey’s
pronouncement and other enormities in an unsentimental essay that is perhaps
even more timely today than when it was published a decade ago. The flap over
McNamara’s In Retrospect underscores the truth of Watson’s argument that Amer4

Photo caption
“VC suspects” (top & bottom right): The man at the bottom right was shot after
interrogation.

Sidebar
Kill every man, woman, child, dog and cat in the village.
U.S. soldier confronts the enemy: Perhaps the most widespread complaint among
U.S. servicemen who served in Vietnam was the untrustworthiness of the local
population. A veteran writing in a Time ten-year retrospective on the war repeated this commonplace in the opening lines of his essay: “They maddened the
Americans with the mystery of who they were–the unseen man who shot from the
tree line, or laid a wire across the trail, with a claymore mine at the other end, the
mama-san who did the wash, the child concealing a grenade.” Though this idea
came to be employed as a rationalization for indiscriminate slaughter of civilians,
it must have contained truth. What few asked, however, was why the “mama-san”
might conceal any hostility, let alone weapons. Another veteran, testifying in Detroit in 1971 at the Winter Soldier Investigation on U.S. war crimes, sheds light
on the question: “In November ’68,” reported Lt. Mark Lenix, in an area north
of Saigon, “while on a routine search and destroy mission, gun ships which were
providing security and cover for us in case we had any contact, were circling overhead. Well, no contact was made, and the gun ships got bored. So they made a
gun run on a hootch with mini-guns and rockets. When they left the area we found
one dead baby, which was a young child, very young, in its mother’s arms, and we
found a baby girl, also dead. Because these people were bored; they were just sick
of flying around doing nothing …” Another soldier testified that his brigade had
received a battalion order in 1969 that, “If while sweeping on line and passing by
friendly villages, which we did, you received one round of any sort from a friendly
village, the entire battalion was to turn on line and level that village. The exact
wording was to kill every man, woman, child, dog and cat in the village. This was
one round from any known friendly village.” Still another reported a body count
of thirteen turning out to be “nine women, three children, and one baby.” “These
things were all common,” he said. “They weren’t isolated. We did them wherever
we went.”
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spoken out for the first time and become involved in some thing for the first time–
stay with it…And some day you will be ex-veterans, and we’ll just be people
again.”

Photo caption
The “other side” of the American frontier: Nguyen Van Troi, a young electrical
worker just before being executed by the South Vietnamese authorities for an
attempt to kill U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara in 1964. Speaking
to a journalist, he said: “It Is the Americans who have committed aggression on
our country, it is they who have been killing our people with planes and bombs…I
have never acted against the will of my people. It Is against the Americans that I
have taken action.”

Photo caption
America confronts the wilderness: “The war in Vietnam has a dream-like quality–
not simply because it is happening on television, but because like the dreamer we
face a reality that is of our own creation…When we go into a village, for example,
we classify all of the people into different categories. But these categories do
not depend on something we perceive about them, they depend on what we do
to them. If we kill them, they are Viet Cong. If we capture them and tie them
up, they are Vietcong suspects. If we grab them and move them to a camp, they
are hostile civilians. Having done this to many people who were in fact innocent,
the definitions we have imposed become real. The men who have been tied up or
tortured actually become the enemies and shoot real bullets at us, but we are still
facing the shadow of our own actions.” — Jonathan Schell, 1970.

Photo caption
Treatment of a prisoner (above left): “In more than one case, a Viet Cong suspect
has been towed after interrogation behind an armored personnel carrier…This
always results in death in one of its most painful forms.”
— AP reporter Malcolm Brown, in The New Face of War, 1965
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ica has yet to come to terms with Vietnam and “with its history on this continent
stolen from her original inhabitants.” Maybe I have been beguiled by his generous
comments about my work but I think not. I believe Watson has a very rare ability
to meld passion and insight in essays that sharpen and deepen our understanding
of history and of the desperate struggle against forgetting. In his sentences readers
truly look back upon the future.

Author’s note: Reality continues to be
manufactured
by David Watson
When this essay first appeared in Fifth Estate in the spring of 1985, the Vietnam
War already seemed to be receding into ancient history. Central America was at
that time being battered by the latest incarnation of “the best and the brightest,”
and it was being done more conveniently with money and proxies, rather than
with “American boys,” who tend to get themselves unceremoniously killed while
smashing up other people’s neighborhoods. A few hundred thousand deaths and
mutilations later, we still await the tearful retrospectives with their admixture of
regret and denial.
American society was left little wiser by its experience in southeast Asia; the
United States has a handful of interventions and wars under its belt since 1975,
and even some failures to act where it might, as in Bosnia, have prevented a massacre. (Yes, I know, on some other planet with an entirely different history. The
Vietnam War taught my generation that any empire intervening anywhere was
bound to cause disasters. Nevertheless, that Haiti and the former Yugoslavia further fragmented what remained of dissident movements in the U.S. reflects new
conditions and shifting ground.)
Ten years later, reality continues to be manufactured, perhaps more efficiently
than ever, by the ideology industry. The Vietnamese remain largely invisible to
Americans. The war criminals continue to expire peacefully in their beds (Nixon),
pontificate in televised policy debates (Kissinger), and cash in on their memoirs (McNamara). The “Vietnam syndrome,” declared defunct by a triumphant
George Bush after his “turkey shoot” in the Persian Gulf, guarantees continued
slaughter so long as it is not too costly to North Americans. Complacent amid its
bloodbaths, the thoroughly nazified society described by Noam Chomsky in the
mid-1960s remains intact.
5

Some differences are also worth noting. The response to the war twenty years
later, if a Time retrospective is any indication, had a more muted, almost postmodern uncertainty to it. The editors assure the reader psalmodically, “Vietnam
may be the war that passeth all understanding,” and one Time Magazine essayist,
declaring all conflicts unique, concludes that the war offers no lessons, “no guide
to the future.”
Essentially a new spin on an old canard, this uncritical line repeats the persistent
myth, common both inside and outside the antiwar movement of the day, that the
war was a terrible mistake, a tragedy. Certainly the war was a tragedy of unforeseen consequences; U.S. objectives were murky even to the generals. But this now
dominant interpretation serves in its vagueness to dissipate responsibility and the
possibility of a coherent historical critique. McNamara’s argument that the war
did not originate in evil intentions, but in a failure “of judgment and capability,”
is only the latest reiteration of the official story. It conceals the fact that the U.S.
created a war where one had just been concluded, and concocted a regime out
of a quisling apparatus, property of the Japanese and then French, that had justly
collapsed. The “Murder, Inc.” the CIA and Pentagon ran in that unhappy region
for more than two decades was, in reality, only one arm of a vast operation constructed to overthrow and reconstitute states and decimate human beings at will
all over the globe, not only in Indochina but in Iran, Guatemala, Indonesia, the
Dominican Republic, and Chile, to name some of the more infamous examples.
Thus Chomsky’s argument–that the Vietnam War was not an unambiguous defeat for American imperialism–is compelling. As he has argued in a number of
places, central U.S. aims and a partial victory were achieved. Incapable of defeating the Vietnamese on the battlefield, the U.S. could at least destroy the society
enough to horribly impoverish and make a bitter example of it. The “demonstration effect” sent a grim message to other nationalist rebels attempting to stray from
the neocolonial orbit, a strategy used effectively in the 1980s to discipline Central
America and beat Nicaragua into submission.
In fact, the Time Magazine twenty-year retrospective affirm Chomsky’s analysis
in one significant way. Following a typical televisionesque reduction of history
covering the last ten days of the war (next time the last ten minutes will be the
theme) comes an article, “Vietnam: Back in Business,” attesting to the new climate
in which former enemies can work together to plunder the country. Now that
the Saigon landlords and military mandarins have been swept away, not into the
dustbin of history, mind you, but to comfortable neighborhoods in San Diego and
Virginia Beach. Vietnamese commissars will deliver up resources and cheap labor
to international corporate capital, sometimes to the very same exploiters they spent

stop its murderous career. Yesterday is today and today is tomorrow. The Vietnam wars are an American creation. It is here–and it is we who must act–where
they will be stopped once and for all.

Our war heroes: The true war heroes of the Vietnamese War were not the men
who blindly obeyed when summoned by the state to fight its war, but those people,
Indochinese and American, inside and outside the military, who resisted the war
machine. Upper right: Detroit draft resister. Bottom, left: a demonstration at
Wayne State University in Detroit shortly after the invasion of Cambodia and the
murders of student protesters at Kent and Jackson State Universities, spring 1970.
Right: Vietnam Veterans Against the War demonstrate in Miami at the Republican
and Democratic National Conventions in 1972.
Former Green Beret Sgt. Donald Duncan’s closing statement to the Winter
Soldier Investigation in Detroit in 1971 still holds true. He told the vets gathered
there: ” … We have to stop producing veterans. And for many of you who have
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Sidebar and caption

VIII. AMERICA’S NEXT VIETNAM
Like millions of others, I did what I could to stop that war. I demonstrated,
leafleted, sat in, burned my draft card, walked out of school, spoke on street corners. In 1967 I was fifteen years old. I would have enlisted in the NLF to fight
against the American invasion had I had the opportunity.
Because I was young and America was fighting a war so transparently evil, I
tended to glorify the resistance, the NLF and the North Vietnamese. The heroism
and the dignity of the Vietnamese people blinded me to the authoritarian character of the Stalinist politicians who were carried to power. Experience and a
deepening understanding of the world made it clear that such illusions are dangerous. Nevertheless, I don’t regret waving a “VC” flag, the flag of the empire’s
enemy, at the gates of a factory in Warren, Michigan, where tanks were produced.
Obviously, everyone always wishes they could have known then what they know
now, and I don’t confuse my opposition to U.S. intervention in Central America
with any illusions about the politicians who run Nicaragua or the political parties
involved in the resistance in Guatemala and El Salvador. But the lack of judgment
some of us showed in glorifying the Vietnamese resistance cannot be blamed for
the misery visited upon those tortured lands. The blame must be laid where it
belongs if we are to break the cycle of destruction: on the technocratic fascist war
conceived and conducted by the U.S. imperialist war machine, and the daily acts
of complicity by Americans with that war machine.
Now the same events are unfolding in Central America (or actually have been
unfolding for years, though we are only now becoming increasingly aware of them).
The U.S. plays the same dirty tricks, foments its Big Lie, butchers poor farmers
and ignites villages in the name of freedom, progress, salvation. Its infernal technology is now being brought to bear on still more victims.
When I look up at the map of Indochina on my wall, I cannot help but wonder:
what more could we have done to stop the suffering, to obstruct that smoking,
clanking juggernaut cutting its bloody swath through a faraway land? To all the
apologists for genocide, paid and unpaid, who repeat the imperial lie that the antiwar movement, which eventually became the great majority of Americans, inside
and outside the military, “betrayed” the war effort, I can only reply: We didn’t do
enough to undermine and betray your war. If there is any lesson to be learned
from that war which can aid us in understanding the situation we find ourselves in
today, it is that lesson–that now that the soil is being bloodstained by new, hellish
wars, now that the engines of holocaust are again filling the air with their terrifying
drone, we must find a way to rally our spirits once more, to blockade the beast, to
26

thirty years fighting. It should be no surprise that Vietnamese army veterans are
beginning to ask what exactly it was they fought for.
Understandable doubts among the Vietnamese in no way excuse the continuing
arrogance of Americans. Novelist Tobias Wolff, for example, who has written
admirably about his experiences in Vietnam, repeats the myth–obviously true in
some individual cases but a mystification generally–that the U.S. soldiers went
there “to be of help.” Noting in his Time essay the harshness of the victors, who
impelled some 800,000 people to flee the country, Wolff doesn’t bother to consider
that the horrific war waged by the Americans and the ruinous conditions left in
their wake might explain, at least in part, the vengeful nature of the new regime.
Wolff illustrates the deep gulf still dividing Americans on Vietnam by describing a discussion group of vets, former antiwar activists and other Vietnam generation men which eventually disbanded because of an inability to find common
ground. I, too, was keenly reminded of how deep the divisions are, upon reading,
“Only the most self-satisfied ideologues on either side of the problem could avoid
questioning their own motives” for fighting the war or resisting it. Those who
protested, he explains, might reasonably worry that, “however unintentionally, …
[they] were encouraging a hard, often murderous enemy who was doing his best
to kill boys you’d grown up with.”
Perhaps Wolff doesn’t realize his attempted middle ground is itself an ideologue’s argument. He doesn’t seem to appreciate the impact our witness of the
war had on many young people here–the images of torture and massive bombing
raids, of a mother holding her burned infant and a swaggering soldier nonchalantly
torching her household with his cigarette lighter.
What were those American boys I’d grown up with doing there, after all,
collaborating with the death machine? I knew they were in most cases victims
themselves–of propaganda, of poverty, of the draft. In fact, I actively participated
in campaigns to support the Vietnam Veterans Against the War and to defend
GI rights and resisters in the military, sending antiwar information to soldiers
and sailors, including to my own brother. That didn’t stop me from desiring the
defeat of U.S. forces as fervently as I would have had I been an anti-nazi German
during the Second World War.
I don’t consider such a comparison at all exaggerated. Both conflicts have stark,
parallel examples of conscience and cowardice, of unspeakable brutality, both
personal and bloodthirsty on the one hand, and remote and numbly bureaucratic
on the other. At the first antiwar teach-in I attended in the fall of 1967, I saw
M.S. Arnoni, the editor of a left liberal magazine, The Minority Of One, make
the nazi analogy in a powerful gesture. A Polish Jew who had survived the death
7

camps, Arnoni delivered his speech wearing a striped concentration camp smock.
“I have donned this uniform,” he began, “to remind you and myself of an era that
is not over, of human suffering that continues, of gas used in Auschwitz and in
the villages of Vietnam, of consciences that still stop at the national boundary, of
Lidice and Cam Ne.”
The Vietnam War was possibly as much a watershed and formative event in my
life as it was for those Americans who fought there. (Forgive me if I cannot bring
myself to write, “who served there.”) I can trace much of my response to the
impression Arnoni’s speech made on me. Despite Time magazine’s uncertainty,
Vietnam provided the same stark lesson Arnoni derived from his camp experience in his decision never to become an oppressor. “I have no preference for an
oppressor who is American or any other nationality,” he declared. “I do not prefer
him over the Nazi oppressor.”
American aggression in Vietnam was “as reprehensible as … the Nazi crimes,”
he continued, and he called on Americans to engage in massive resistance, and especially on American youth–soldiers and civilians–“to join the resistance of those
who only yesterday were their prospective victims.” Arnoni was encouraging the
boys I’d grown up with to turn the guns around, and young people in general to “go
to Vietnam and volunteer their services to help ameliorate the suffering inflicted
by their fellow countrymen on the Vietnamese.”
It became my intention to find a way to Vietnam to fight against the U.S. forces.
At fifteen, I might have been fighting already had I been Vietnamese. I later realized that it wasn’t a realistic plan, but I did what I could to stop the war, and
not always as consistently as I later thought I should have. I don’t know if Arnoni
kept his promise; I don’t know what happened to him after he folded the magazine
and emigrated to Israel in late 1968. But I took his lesson seriously, not to be an
oppressor or to tolerate oppressors.
Enough people came to this conclusion in that period for there to be widespread,
organized resistance during the late 1970s and 1980s to the U.S.-administered
holocaust throughout Central America. True, the resistance wasn’t enough to halt
the war machine there or in Iraq, but it at least obstructed the murderers in their
work and preserved fragile memory in the face of official lies.
That was what the essay below was about: remembering what is in the interest
of the empire to suppress. The country as a whole continues to sleepwalk through
one imperial fiasco to the next, smashing people and places at every turn. But
some people are capable of hearing what the essay tries to say: that conscience,
even if reduced to a single voice, to a “minority of one,” perhaps, can at least bear

will now be carried out by the Stalinists rather than the fascist puppets of the
Americans, and only because the U.S. pulverized that society so thoroughly that
the only force left which was capable of creating a new society of any kind was the
communists. It is hard to say what would have happened if the Indian fighters had
not marched into that valley, but once they did their dirty work, the consequences
could only be a foregone conclusion. And the consistent pressure which America
now puts on the Indochinese contributes to every act of oppression and brutality
which occurs there to this day.
Now that the “lesson” that more American terror and death was necessary in
Indochina is widely proclaimed, there are those who would wish to employ it for
further holocaust in Central America. Edward N. Luttwak, one of the latest clones
of American crackpot military realism, claimed in the Harper’ssymposium that if
the “1,000 sorties flown each day in Vietnam” had hit “worthwhile targets,” they
“would have ended the war in a day,” and now prescribes American “victory” for
El Salvador, Using the same terms and justifications applied by counterinsurgency
analysts in the 1960s in Vietnam: “I believe the United States should help the Salvadoran government, which is a democratizing regime, win the war… The United
States can permit the Salvadorans to prevail by using their traditional methods–
which simply entail killing as many people as they can until there are no guerrillas
left.”
And so the graveyards are in flower this spring ten years later, this spring which
is witness and prelude to more butchery a la Edward Luttwak. The slaughter is going on at this very moment, in the highlands of Guatemala, in the ravines of El Salvador, along the Honduras-Nicaragua border. We are now told by Richard Nixon
(in a book which can only bring to mind the image of Hitler, say in 1955, writing
a retrospective on World War II) that the idea of “no more Vietnams” means not
that America shouldn’t intervene, but that it shouldn’t fail. That is always the plan.
Now the Mayan Indians are being rounded up into strategic hamlets, tortured and
massacred, their cultures wrecked and whole language groups decimated. The
poor farmers of that earth goddess’ necklace of volcanic jewels which is Central
America are being exterminated, the “sheep separated from the goats.” Even napalm is being used against them in a stunning repetition of history which can only
elicit a scream of anguish directly from the heart. Of course these unfortunate
people are only “Commies,” “subversives,” “guerrillas”– targets. They are more
jungle to be paved and turned into an American parking lot.
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namese society (or Laotian or Cambodian), of anyone but the communists coming
to power, by uprooting and destroying the very groups that could have resisted or
offset control by the Stalinists–the regional political groups and religious sects,
the tribespeople of the highlands, the Buddhists, and other political tendencies.
The U.S. claimed its desire to prevent domination of the south by northerners.
Yet during the Tet Offensive in 1968 and the “Operation Phoenix” program of
mass assassinations, jailings and relocations which followed in the early 1970s,
it exterminated the mainly southern NLF cadres, making northern domination
of the culturally distinct south another self-fulfilling prophecy (indeed, perhaps a
necessity for the Vietnamese if they were going to win the war). “The U.S. has
changed Vietnam,” wrote Fitzgerald, “to the point where it is unrecognizable to
Vietnamese… and flattened the local ethnic, religious, and cultural peculiarities
beneath a uniform, national disaster.”
Now, ten years later, we could only expect the grotesque spectacle in which
history has been rewritten so that Americans can continue to evade individual
and collective guilt for the slaughter of the Indochinese and the wrecking of their
societies.
One particularly repellent example was President Carter’s astonishing statement
in March 1977 that “The destruction was mutual. We went to Vietnam without any
desire to capture territory or impose American will on other people. I don’t feel we
ought to apologize or castigate ourselves or to assume the status of culpability.”
Vietnamese author Ngo Vinh Long reports that “A professor at Hue University
likened [the statement] to a rapist saying that his victims hurt him as much as
he hurt them.” Yet, incredibly, the refusal by Americans to face the truth of
American culpability has brought about exactly such a reversal in many people’s
minds.
The atrocities and injustices which followed in the wake of the U.S. war–which
could only be seen as the tragic consequences of American devastation, as further
proof that a holocaust does not create conditions for reconciliation and freedom
but only for more holocaust and tyranny–these crimes are now employed by propagandists as a justification for the original violence that prepared the ground for
them. The question never seems to be raised that even if the Indochinese were
destined to mutual wars and dictatorship–a frequent occurrence in the troubled
Third World–how could that justify the American intervention, the millions dead
and wounded, the ruination of traditional forms of life which may have helped to
prevent such brutality?
In fact, it is one of the war’s tragic ironies that the forced modernization so
fondly touted as a solution by U.S. analysts like the Harvard Government professor

witness to lies and speak the truth. As Frances Fitzgerald observed a decade after
the war, “The past is not just a matter for historians. It is what we are.”
And so, who are we going to be? Those who follow orders, and those who
give them, have decided who they are. McNamara decided. When the war failed
to go according to plan, he jumped ship to a comfortable position at the head
of the World Bank. (And if and when the real toll is added up, it may turn out
that he caused as much mayhem and destruction managing the daily affairs of that
institution as when he and his cohorts were in the daily business of mechanized
genocide.)
McNamara’s memoirs reminded me of another protagonist of the war, an obscure hero of mine whose image on a poster remained taped to my wall for a
number of years. Nguyen Van Troi won’t have the opportunity to write his memoirs; the young Vietnamese worker was executed by firing squad on October 15,
1964 for attempting to assassinate U.S. Secretary of Defense McNamara. Of
course, if he had succeeded, another Secretary, and another would have followed,
just as others would have replaced Eichman had partisans managed to assassinate
the nazi technocrat. That is not the point, but rather, who and what we remember,
and who and what we are and are going to be.
Thus, in the spirit of “giving aid and comfort” to the enemies of all imperial
states, I dedicate this essay to the memory of a defiant young patriot who refused a
blindfold at the execution post so he could look one last time on his “beloved land,”
who risked his life “to be of help,” who was a naive nationalist, surely, perhaps a
poet, and who did not live to look back with regrets, contrived or otherwise, on “an
era that is not over.” I dedicate it to the idealists and against the conspirators and
functionaries of genocide, to conscience and against collaboration, to memory and
against forgetting. For history isn’t just a matter for the rationalizations of mass
murderers, history is what we are and must be. It is our history, too. We are
Nguyen Van Troi.
— Detroit, May-June, 1995
Note: For reasons this introduction may make clear, I have decided to publish
this essay under my own name, and not a pen-name, which I used in 1985.
Reprint
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Looking back on the Vietnam War
by George Bradford (David Watson)
from Fifth Estate #320, Spring 1985
“Without the exposure of these Vietnam policies as criminal, there is every likelihood of their repetition in subsequent conflicts.”
–Richard Falk, speaking at the Congressional Conference on War and National
Responsibility, convened in Washington, D.C. in early 1970
“Historical memory was never the forte of Americans in Vietnam.”
–Frances Fitzgerald, The Fire in The Lake, 1972

I. AN ORWELLIAN WAR
“‘When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty said in a rather scornful tone, ‘it means
just what I choose it to mean, neither more nor less.’
“‘The question is,’ said Alice, ‘whether you can make words mean so many
different things.’
“‘The question is,’ said Humpty Dumpty, ‘who is to be master, that’s all.’”
— Alice in Wonderland
It is spring, and as in the folk song, the grave yards are in flower. Old wars
are being commemorated, new wars coordinated. In Germany, the American
president makes his pilgrimage to lay a wreath at the nazi military cemetery at
Bitburg, while in Central America (and elsewhere), storm-troopers in his pay add
still more atrocities to a seemingly never-ending list.
Spring, 1985: ten years after the fall of Saigon to the Vietnamese. The media barrage has been deafening–a retrospective which, like the war-making itself,
mostly ignores the realities of Vietnam. Self-absorbed, solipsistic, blind to the
world, America is reassessing its experience in Vietnam.
One could only anticipate this anniversary with dread, not so much because
America still does not understand Vietnam or the role it played there; after all,
America has never come to terms with its history on this continent stolen from
its original inhabitants. The dread comes deepest from what is concretely being
manufactured out of the anniversary. That defeat of imperial power is now being
employed to mobilize for new imperial adventures, for a new wave of war and
destruction. The lessons are being turned diametrically on their head so that the
bloody crusade may continue.
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war back home, and resistance in the army itself, which was starting to break
down and turn against the war. David Halberstam reports in his book The Best
and the Brightest that in late 1966, the military was urging Lyndon Johnson to
bomb Hanoi and Haiphong and to block the harbor. Johnson replied, “I have one
more problem for your computer–will you feed into it how long it will take five
hundred thousand angry Americans to climb that White House fence out there
and lynch their President if he does something like that?” Daniel Ellsberg pointed
out much later that it was only the resistance to the war by Americans at home
that prevented Richard Nixon from committing that ultimate atrocity of dropping
nuclear weapons on North Vietnam. Such an escalation could be the only logic of
the statement current among those who refuse to face the reality of the hideous
crusade, that the U.S. military was “not allowed to win.” It is the culmination of
the “Indian idea.”

VII. BLOODBATHS
The Americans may not have been able to impose a “final solution” on the Indochinese, but they did enough damage in the course of that war to wreck the societies
and lay the basis for further carnage, as in Cambodia, making Nixon’s cynical
warning of a “bloodbath” a self-fulfilling prophecy. If some 58,000 American
soldiers died in Vietnam and another 300,000 were wounded, and we add to that
list the startling number of suicides among veterans since the war, some 50,000,
how can these horrifying figures compare to those of three million Vietnamese
killed and 4.5 million wounded? What would be the comparable length of a wall
like the veterans’ memorial in Washington, D.C. if it contained those three million names? And consider some other statistics: ten million refugees, a million
orphans, nearly 10,000 hamlets destroyed in South Vietnam alone: 6,600,000 tons
of bombs dropped on Indochina, including 400,000 tons of napalm, leaving some
25 million craters; 25 million acres of farmland and twelve million acres of forests
destroyed, by among other causes, nineteen million gallons of defoliants sprayed
on them. The horror visited upon thousands of American soldiers and their families due to exposure to Agent Orange and other defoliants is only an indication
of the far greater numbers and levels of contamination of Indochinese who were
and continue to be the victims of the chemical plagues deliberately unleashed by
the American masters of war.
The United States went into Vietnam to “save” the south by impeding reunification of the country and stopping the communists from assuming power over
the entire country. In so doing it wrecked the possibility of any diversity in Viet23

penises to probe them to make sure they didn’t have anything hidden anywhere;
and this was raping but it was done as searching.” All this had taken place in the
presence of officers.
The list of brutality is endless, which explains psychologist Robert J. Lifton’s
observation that of the two hundred or so soldiers he and his colleagues interviewed, none was surprised by the news of My Lai. “They had not been surprised
because they have either been party to, or witness to, or have heard fairly closehand about hundreds or thousands of similar, if smaller incidents.” Said Camil,
“It wasn’t like they were humans. We were conditioned to believe that this was
for the good of the nation … And when you shot someone you didn’t think you
were shooting at a human. They were a gook or a Commie and it was okay. And
anything you did to them was okay because like they would tell you they’d do it to
you if they had the chance.”
Others reported destroying rice and livestock, killing of unarmed persons, running people down on the road with trucks and tanks, desecrating graves, throwing people out of helicopters, throwing cans of C-rations at children by the sides
of roads, firing 50-caliber machine guns at villages for sport, nazi-style revenge
massacres of whole villages after a GI was killed by a sniper, burning of huts
with the people inside, firing at peasants in ox-carts from planes simply to finish
off unused ammunition, torturing “VC suspects” by attaching electrical wires to
their genitalia (called the “Bell Telephone Hour” by soldiers), rape and murder of
women, burning of villages. As Opton wrote in 1970, “‘Winning the hearts and
minds’ of the Vietnamese is now maintained only as a public relations product for
consumption on the home market.”
And yet among many soldiers there was the grotesque complaint that they were
fighting “with one arm tied behind our back,” a complaint bellowed today by those
who have no shame. What more could they have been allowed in order to carry on
their grisly business? Opton noted that among soldiers he interviewed in Vietnam,
“many felt that a final solution was the best and perhaps only solution, and many
of their officers agreed. Extermination of the Vietnamese people, some officers
felt, would be the best way to protect the men under them.” So the only way to
“save” the Vietnamese would be to annihilate them all, which was probably true in
terms of winning the war, since the Vietnamese were willing to fight to the bitter
end to throw out the invaders. It was this heroic resistance which impeded the
extermination from taking place.
Of course, there was also the fear on the part of war planners that the war could
expand beyond their ability to “manage” it effectively. A widening of the war
could also draw more massive protest against what was an increasingly unpopular

So, the war remains what it always was: an Orwellian charade. Now, as then,
reality is being manufactured by an apparatus in the service of unbridled Power.
The victims are dressed in the clothing of the perpetrators; the murderers, free and
unrepentant, live well, now comfortably writing their memoirs and explicating
the war which they managed for so many years. Now more sure of themselves
that history has receded and the blood stains have faded, they speak more loudly,
in self-righteous tones, claiming that their carnage was just, that it didn’t go far
enough, claiming that the aftermath of the war vindicates them.
There was no Nuremburg trial after the U.S. defeat in Indochina; no court ever
punished the administrators of the American war–Nixon, Kissinger, Johnson, McNamara, Rusk, and the rest–for their crimes. They either died peacefully in their
beds or went on to more lucrative jobs in the same line of work. Now they extol their “noble cause” and hint of treachery and betrayal. Now they say they
could have, indeed should have, won. Perhaps they didn’t unleash enough bombs,
declare enough “free fire zones,” defoliate enough lands. Perhaps not enough
people were rounded up into concentration camps, their thatch villages burned
and bulldozed. Perhaps not enough were incinerated by napalm and phosphorous
(mobile Dachaus), not enough machine- gunned and bulldozed into open ditches,
not enough of their defeated converted into prostitutes, lackeys, mercenaries. If
America had spent more money, sent more troops, embraced a more ferocious
national spirit, and ignored its own wounds, if it had been ready to risk everything
in a deadly gamble to destroy all of Asia “in order to save it,” then perhaps America could have “won” its war. A few million more would have been sacrificed.
And, in fact, countless more did die in the aftermath: See how evil, how savage
they are, America says through its propagandists; after our bloodbath ended, they
undertook their own. Surely, ours was inadequate–we could have pacified more,
neutralized more, killed more.
But we learned our lesson, say the loudspeakers, and here a citizen, there a
veteran, there an adolescent look up, mouthing in unison, next time we must not
lack the will to kill them all. And the blueprints are out on the tables.
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II. AMERICA LICKS ITS WOUNDS
America has never confronted Vietnam or its role there. It has licked its wounds,
engaged in recriminations without taking either its own history or the Indochinese
people into account. They were simply “natives,” a hostile landscape before which
the American crusaders fought their war against the Wilderness. This war has gone

on since the origins of America, and so it has never envisioned that inscrutable
“other” on any terms but those of its own distorted projections.
For America, the war was a tragedy, we are told. But to be a tragedy, it would
have had to be an extraordinary transgression of a normal balance in the world. It
would also have had to bring proportionally extraordinary suffering on the transgressors. Yet in these terms it isn’t Vietnam which was the tragedy, but America
itself, and Vietnam only one more episode in its bloodletting. Of course, it was a
moral tragedy for the Americans involved. But that is not how many see it.
One veteran officer, William Broyles, Jr., in The Atlantic Monthly, writes, “For
us the war never really ended, not for the men who fought it, not for America.”
A symposium in Harper’s magazine makes one of its central inquiries, “Vietnam
stands for America’s loss of innocence. How have Americans endured this loss?”
Newsweek asks, “What did Vietnam do to us?” before asking “What did America’s
involvement in the war do to Vietnam?” And a wounded vet tells a New York Times
Magazine writer that “whatever happened to us there is inexplicable, but what it
did for us as men is worth the price.”
It is partly my purpose to assess the “price” of the war but not so much to
the American soldiers, who were both victims and perpetrators, but to the real
victims and heroes of that war–the Indochinese people who resisted American
aggression. But to do so, it is imperative to demolish the Big Lie which begins
from the lie of American “innocence” and proceeds to such dishonest formulations
as “America’s involvement in” a war which was America’s creation. The difficulty
in writing about Vietnam must be obvious, since every word is charged; even the
most seemingly innocuous statement about the war is permeated with this lie of
American innocence and misguided nobility.
The truth is harder to face for America, but it is there. “Just about every Vietnam vet hated the Vietnamese,” one told Joseph Lelyveld of the New York Times
Magazine. And a young U.S. embassy officer in Saigon, during the war, exploded
at Frances Fitzgerald, “Don’t you realize that everything the Americans do in Vietnam is founded on hatred of the Vietnamese?”
The suffering of the American soldiers should not, and cannot be ignored. They,
too, were victims, pawns of the policy-makers who blithely sent them to their
brutalization and death while themselves living comfortably in suburban luxury,
spending their time analyzing “body counts” and writing policy statements. But
decency requires that a sense of proportion to the suffering be maintained. The
soldiers were an occupation army engaged in a vicious, genocidal war against a
whole population. The enemy was, quite simply, the Vietnamese people; indeed,
it was the land itself, a “godforsaken mudhole,” as I heard many people, both for

Everyday occurrences of atrocities and brutality against the Vietnamese became
so commonplace that they ceased to be reported as news. Pfc. Allen Akers, who
served in the 3rd Marine Division, testified at the Winter Soldier Investigation on
war crimes in Vietnam (convened by the Vietnam Veterans Against the War in
Detroit in early 1971), “We were given orders whenever we moved into a village
to reconnoiter by fire. This means to–whenever we step into a village to fire upon
houses, bushes, anything to our discretion that looked like there might be somebody hiding behind or under…we’d carry our rifles about hip high and we’d line
up on line parallel to the village and start walking, firing from the hip.”
Pfc. Charles Stephens, of the 101st Airborne Division, testified that his battalion had attacked Tui Hoa, reconnoitering by fire, and wounding women and
children, who later died due to lack of medical attention. The next day they fired
on the village as the people buried their dead, killing another person. “We went
down that same day to get some water and there were two little boys playing on a
dike and one sergeant just took his M-16 and shot one boy at the dike. The other
boy tried to run. He was almost out of sight when the other guy, a Spec 4, shot this
other little boy off the dike. The little guy was like lying on the ground kicking,
so he shot him again to make sure he was dead.” Stephens testified that to prove
their body count “we had to cut off the right ear of everybody we killed … Guys
would cut off heads, put them on a stake and stick a guy’s penis in his mouth.”
Kenneth Ruth, a medic in the 1st Air Cavalry Division, reported the torture of
prisoners, and test-firing of weapons by firing them indiscriminately at villagers.
“Nobody else cared. This is the general attitude. You know, Vietnamese aren’t
humans, they’re targets.” He concluded, “I could go on all day. All of us could.
And every GI in this room could say the same thing.”
Sgt. Scott Camil of the 1st Marine Division reported “burning of villages with
civilians in them, the cutting off of ears, cutting off of heads, torturing of prisoners,
calling in of artillery on villages for games, corpsmen killing wounded prisoners,
napalm dropped on villages, women being raped, women and children being massacred, CS gas used on the people, animals slaughtered, passes rejected and the
people holding them shot, bodies shoved out of helicopters, teargassing people for
fun and running civilians off the road.” When asked by the moderator if prisoners
being tortured were civilians or North Vietnamese army men, he replied, “The
way we distinguished between civilians and VC, VC had weapons and civilians
didn’t and anybody that was dead was considered a VC. If you killed someone
they said, ‘How do you know he’s a VC?’ and the general reply would be, ‘He’s
dead,’ and that was sufficient.” He reported that when villagers were searched,
“the women would have all their clothes taken off and the men would use their
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War, he argued, wasn’t in and of itself the answer, but more importantly the
“forced-draft urbanization and modernization which rapidly brings the country in
question out of the phase in which a rural revolutionary movement can hope to generate sufficient strength to come to power.” The solution was to produce “a massive migration from countryside to city.” In this way, with bombs and slaughter,
did the empire “stir the sleep of a hundred centuries.” By 1967 Senator William
J. Fulbright remarked that Saigon, representative of all the towns of South Vietnam by being swollen to some four times its previous population, had become “an
American brothel.”

VI. A COUNTRY SHATTERED
In the end, the U.S. had converted the South, in Fitzgerald’s words, into “a country
shattered so that no two pieces fit together.” Shattering the country–by depopulating the countryside, by defoliation and carpet bombing, by terror and imposed
dependence upon the U.S. military–was the method which the crackpot bureaucratic ideologues sanguinely recommended as the solution to the “Vietnamese
problem.” Destroying that latest incarnation of the “howling wilderness infested
by bloodthirsty savages”–the lush Vietnamese rainforests and grasslands where a
“VC” was hidden behind every tree–and physically liquidating whoever resisted
the salvation America so nobly offered, became the only solution to an unresolvable problem. Only in such a way could the “credibility” of the empire be restored
and the rising tide of nationalist revolution be halted.
And they went to every length to do so. It became official U.S. policy, in the
words of Robert Opton, Jr., a psychologist who was in Vietnam during 1967 and
1968 as a reporter, “to obliterate not just whole villages, but whole districts and
virtually whole provinces.” At first, residents were moved out, but the vast numbers of refugees created by these operations led military officers to order that no
new refugees be “generated.” As Jonathan Schell had witnessed, no warnings were
issued when air strikes were called in on their villages, and every civilian on the
ground was assumed to be the enemy and fired on accordingly. Free fire zones
now came to include many inhabited villages.
Opton witnessed U.S. Cobra helicopters firing 20 mm. cannons into houses,
and soldiers shooting the people as they ran out of the houses. “This was termed
‘prepping the area’ by the American lieutenant colonel who directed the operation.
‘We sort of shoot it up to see if anything moves,’ he explained, and he added by
way of reassurance that this treatment was perfectly routine.”
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and against the war, describe it. So what did it mean to burn villages, run down
peasants in tanks and trucks, shoot anything that moved?

III. “A SHOOTING GALLERY”
The U.S. war against Vietnam was no loss of innocence, no aberration, any more
than the massacre at My Lai was exceptional. My Lai will be remembered as the
subhamlet in the Quang Ngai province in which a company from the 11th Brigade
of the Americal Division murdered 347 old men, women, children and infants,
then systematically burned the homes and huts. This happened in early 1968, but
was covered up until late 1969. As the My Lai events were the logical outcome
(and in fact only the most notorious of such massacres) of U.S. policy, the war
itself was the inevitable outcome of America’s history. Could this outcome have
been anything but a series of brutal pogroms such as My Lai?
Even the official Pentagon report revealed that My Lai was not extraordinary.
In his penetrating study of the continuity of massacre and conquest in American history, Facing West: The Metaphysics of Indian-Hating and Empire-Building,
Richard Drinnon writes, “On the very same day of the butchery there, another
company from the same task force entered the sister subhamlet My Khe 4 with
one of its machine-gunners ‘firing his weapon from the hip, cowboy-movie style.’
In this ‘other massacre,’ members of this separate company piled up a body count
of perhaps a hundred peasants–My Khe was smaller than My Lai– ‘just flattened
that village’ by dynamite and fire, and then threw a few handfuls of straw on the
corpses. The next morning this company moved on down the Batangan peninsula by the South China Sea, burning every hamlet they came to, killing water
buffalo, pigs, chickens, and ducks, and destroying crops. As one of the My Khe
veterans said later ‘what we were doing was being done all over.’ Said another:
‘We were out there having a good time. It was sort of like being in a shooting
gallery.’” None of this came out until writer Seymour Hersch obtained the forty
or so volumes of the Pentagon report and summarized them in Cover-Up (1972),
the source of Drinnon’s quotations. No one was tried for murder at My Khe.
Yet even these massacres do not convey the reality of the war. In hearings held
by anti-war Congressmen in Washington, D.C. in 1970, journalist Jonathan Schell
testified that in 1967 he had spent a month in that same province of Quang Ngai,
surveying the damage of the war from the air and on the ground. “When I first
looked down from the plane over Quang Ngai province,” he reported, “I saw that
the land below me had been completely devastated … What I discovered was that
by the end of 1967, the destruction of society in Quang Ngai province was not
13

something we were in danger of doing; it was a process we had almost completed.
About 70 per cent of the villages in the province had been destroyed.”
Schell decided to see an operation from its beginning to end in a forward air
control plane. The operation was near Chu Lai, and was one of thirty or so such
operations proceeding against the Viet Cong at the time. The area he studied had
a population of about 17,000, and had not yet been destroyed. Flying for two
weeks with the forward air control planes, he saw the daily bombing of villages
and their burning by U.S. ground troops.
He had been told by the psychological warfare office that villages were never
bombed unless already given warnings. Checking at the base at Chu Lai after
the operation, he asked for a full catalogue of warning leaflets. “I hardly needed
to do this,” he said, “because I had seen the people running from their burning
homes, and I had seen no leaflets dropped prior to the bombings. Indeed, five or
six leaflets had been dropped, and not one of them had been a warning.” They
were simply anti-Viet Cong tracts. When he asked if civilians had been evacuated,
he learned that “initially the colonel in charge of the operation had given an order
that no refugees, as they call them, would be taken out of the area. Late in the
operation that decision was reversed, and 100 of the 17,000 were taken out. But
even those 100 were taken out after most of the area had been destroyed. In other
words, an area inhabited by 17,000 people was about 70 per cent destroyed with
no warning to the residents … and with only 100 people evacuated from the area.”
In the same hearings, historian Richard Falk discussed the My Lai massacre,
observing that “long before these disclosures there was abundant evidence that
the United States was committing war crimes in Vietnam on a widespread and
continuing basis.”
But far more serious than these atrocities alone, he added, was “the official reliance by the United States Government on a set of battlefield policies that openly
deny the significance of any distinction between civilians and combatants, between military and nonmilitary targets. The most spectacular of these practices
are the B-52 pattern raids against undefended villages and populated areas, ‘freefire zones,’ ‘harassment and interdiction fire,’ ‘Operation Phoenix,’ ‘search and destroy’ missions, massive crop destruction and defoliation, and forcible transfer of
the civilian population in Vietnam from one place to another against their will…
In fact, the wrongdoers at My Lai, whether or not they were carrying out specific
command decisions, were indeed fulfilling the basic and persistent United States
war policies in South Vietnam.”
American policy was one of wanton, utter annihilation of the defiant land it
faced. As U.S. Secretary of the Navy (now an arms control negotiator for Reagan)

The hatred for the land and the people knew no limits. A joke circulating at the
time was that a proper “final solution” to the “Vietnamese problem” would be to
pave the country and make it a parking lot, a joke that was repeated by then California governor Ronald Reagan. Such was the attitude of these American missionaries of a “new civilization.” But to the Vietnamese, who blended their Buddhism
with strong animist and nature-worship beliefs along with ancestor worship, the
land itself was sacred, a constant which centered their universe.
The purpose of American “pacification” of this wilderness was to pave the spiritual and political soil of village identity to make it accessible to American tanks.
To “dry up the sea” in which the rebels swam, they had to remove the people from
the land itself, forcibly relocating entire villages to so-called “strategic hamlets”
(concentration camps), and to the desperation of the cities, turning their old lands
into “free-fire zones” where anything that moved was a target. As a result of this
campaign and NLF resistance to it, by 1970 a third of the people of South Vietnam
had become refugees. In the first six months of that year, another half a million
refugees were “generated” by forced removal and wanton destruction. This figure
would even be too conservative, since many refugees were never accounted for by
official U.S./South Vietnamese government head counts. “The large majority of
the refugees, as every objective account agrees, were seeking to escape the freefire zones and the rain of fire the Americans were showering on them,” Gabriel
Kolko reported. “You have to be able to separate the sheep from the goats,” said
one Pentagon-sponsored analyst. “The way to do it is harsh. You would have to
put all military-age males in the army or in a camp as you pacify the country. Anyone not in the army or in a camp is a target. He’s either a Viet Cong or is helping
them.”
Vietnamese culture, as Frances Fitzgerald pointed out, was wrecked by forced
relocation and flight to the cities: “As they took life from the earth and from
the ancestors, so they would find immortality in their children, who in their turn
would take their place upon the earth. To leave the land and the family forever was
therefore to lose their place in the universe and to suffer a permanent, collective
death.”
Of course, many analysts and experts in the pay of the empire found a rosier
side to this havoc. For example, Samuel P. Huntington, Chairman of the Department of Government at Harvard University, contributed to Foreign Affairs in
1968 a rather cheerful view of history and the American cultural devastation. “In
an absent-minded way,” wrote the professor from the comfort of his study, “the
United States may have stumbled upon the answer to ‘wars of national liberation.’”
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“Translated into human terms,” commented Gabriel Kolko, “the United States
has made South Vietnam a sea of fire as a matter of policy, turning an entire
nation into a target.” “On some days in 1969,” reported ecologist John Lewallen
in his book Ecology of Devastation (1971), “800 sorties were flown [in northern
Laos], dropping napalm, phosphorous, and anti-personnel bombs. One old man
described the effects: ‘First the houses and fruit trees were burned, then the fields
and the hillside and even the stream was on fire.’” Bombing became so intense by
that year that at times it went on for twenty-four hours a day, and farming, if it
could be done at all, could only take place at night.
The use of herbicides was even more devastating. “To a counterinsurgent,”
wrote Lewallen, “plants are the allies of the insurgent.” E. W. Pfeiffer, a zoologist
sent to Indochina by the American Association for the Advancement of Science
to study ecological consequences of the war, compared the U.S. policy of bombing, defoliation, and mass plowing with giant bulldozers with the extermination
of the buffalo herds in the American West. “This modern program,” he reported
in 1971, “has as destructive an influence on the social fabric of Indochinese life as
did the ecocide (destruction of ecology) of the American West upon the American
Indian.”
NLF sources reported that some 300,000 people were poisoned each year between 1966 and 1969 by exposure to Agent Orange, Agent White, and other chemicals. An epidemic of birth defects was already occurring at that time. Over five
million acres had been sprayed with some seventeen million gallons of herbicides,
and an area the size of Massachusetts cleared by defoliants. The very soil of Indochina was being destroyed by bombing and defoliation, increasing salination,
flooding, erosion and drought.
Vietnam, once a major exporter of rice, now had to import it from the U.S. due
to crop destruction and the disruption of agriculture. Huge tracts of mangrove,
evergreen rain forest, and fruit trees were wiped out, leading to the breakdown of
associated ecosystems, especially in the Mekong Delta. By December 1970, at
least 35 percent of South Vietnam’s fourteen million acres of dense forests had
been sprayed.
A “food denial” program was also implemented by the Americans to starve
the insurgents into submission. This meant massive spraying of croplands and
destruction of food stores. Of course, the insurgents, being more mobile, were
able to evade some of the circumstances brought about by defoliation, but the
villagers left behind starved. Many animal species, particularly birds and aquatic
food chains, were destroyed by the chemical warfare.
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Paul Nitze said in 1965, “Where neither United States nor [South] Vietnamese
forces can maintain continuous occupancy, it is necessary to destroy those facilities.” And, surveying the destruction of Ben Tre during the Tet Offensive in 1968,
an army officer told an AP reporter, “We had to destroy it to save it.”

IV. INDIAN FIGHTERS
Such a statement reflects what salvation has always meant for these grim crusaders:
a desolation. William Appleman Williams has written that for U.S. policy-makers,
“America was the locomotive puffing away to pull the rest of the world into civilization. Truman talked about the hordes of Asians–the wilderness–threatening to
overwhelm civilization … Those images and metaphors … tell us most of what we
need to know about why we went to kill people in Vietnam. We were transforming
the Wilderness in order to save the City on a Hill.”
“I felt superior there,” said Lieutenant William Calley. “I thought, I’m the big
American from across the sea. I’ll sock it to these people here … We weren’t in
My Lai to kill human beings, really. We were there to kill ideology that is carried
by–I don’t know. Pawns. Blobs. Pieces of flesh, and I wasn’t in My Lai to destroy
intelligent men. I was there to destroy an intangible idea.” Richard Drinnon quotes
another My Lai veteran who “equated ‘wiping the whole place out’ with what he
called ‘the Indian idea … the only good gook is a dead gook.’ The Indian idea was
in the air in Vietnam.”
This was only the latest unfolding in that westward movement, the empire’s relentless drive to destroy and
subdue Wilderness, the “savages” who inhabited it, and all of nature. The situation was essentially the same when the U.S. began to intervene in Vietnam as it
was for Frederick Jackson Turner in 1893 when he wrote his famous declaration
that the dominant fact in American life had been expansion of its frontier. Though
expansion had reached the Pacific coast, the rising imperial star of the U.S. indicated clearly to him that the movement would continue. This national mystique
of Manifest Destiny plunged the Anglo-Americans into wars in Mexico, Central
America and the Caribbean, the Philippines, and beyond.
In the mid-nineteenth century, William Gilpin had written of the American
destiny “to subdue the continent–to rush over this vast field to the Pacific Ocean …
to stir up the sleep of a hundred centuries–to teach old nations a new civilization–to
confirm the destiny of the human race … to cause a stagnant people to be reborn–
to perfect science … to shed a new and resplendent glory upon mankind …” This
“perfected science” was the locomotive of modernity crystallized in the American
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Empire and its dream of conquest. The destruction of Vietnamese society by the
bureaucrats and the Calleys was only the most modern incarnation of that “glory.”
By the time these conquerors and Indian fighters reached Indochina the frontier
had become Kennedy’s “New Frontier,” his “relentless struggle in every corner of
the globe.” As Drinnon writes, the troops were now being sent “into action against
disorder on a frontier that had become planetary.”
In 1966, General Maxwell Taylor, leaving the ambassadorship in Saigon, revealed how deeply imbedded was the “Indian idea,” describing the “pacification”
program: “We have always been able to move in the areas where the security was
good enough. But I have often said, it is very hard to plant the corn outside the
stockade when the Indians are around. We have to get the Indians farther away in
many of the provinces to make good progress.”
Fitzgerald comments that “American officers liked to call the area outside GVN
[Government of Vietnam] control ‘Indian country.’ It was a joke, of course, no
more than a figure of speech, but it put the Vietnam War into a definite historical
and mythological perspective: the Americans were once again embarked upon a
heroic and (for themselves) almost painless conquest of an inferior race. To the
American settlers the defeat of the Indians had seemed not just a nationalist victory, but an achievement made in the name of humanity–the triumph of light over
darkness, of good over evil, and of civilization over brutish nature. Quite unconsciously, the American officers and officials used a similar language to describe
their war against the NLF. According to the official rhetoric, the Viet Cong did
not live in places, they ‘infested areas;’ to ‘clean them out’ the American forces
went on ‘sweep and clear’ operations or moved all the villagers into refugee camps
in order to ‘sanitize the area.’”
The Vietnamese, whether they were the enemy or the vassals of the U.S., were
considered stupid savages, “Orientals,” in General William Westmoreland’s words,
who placed a lower value on life than westerners. The NLF were nothing but “termites” in the General’s eyes, who showed his humanitarian concern for the country
by advising that “We have to get the right balance of termite killers to get rid of
the termites without wrecking the house.” And an adviser in Pleiku told the head
of the International Voluntary Service that the Montagnards (tribal highlanders)
“have to realize that they are expendable,” adding that the “Montagnard problem”
could be solved “like we solved the Indian problem.”
“Is it an exaggeration to suggest,” wrote Noam Chomsky in 1970, “that our history of extermination and racism is reaching its climax in Vietnam today? It is
not a question that Americans can easily put aside.” Indeed, this is the theme of
Drinnon’s powerful book: since there was no end to this frontier being vanquished

by the Empire, “Winning the West amounted to no less than winning the world.
It could be finally and decisively ‘won’ only by rationalizing (Americanizing, westernizing, modernizing) the world, and that meant conquering the land beyond,
banishing mystery, and negating or extirpating other peoples, so the whole would
be subject to the regimented reason of one settlement culture with its professedly
self-evident middle-class values.”
But the “stagnant peoples” had their own vision of destiny. A veteran told
the Times’Lelyveld, “I don’t think the people wanted to be saved …” When the
conquerors saw the people wouldn’t, and couldn’t, be “saved,” they set out, within
the terms of their mad equation, to destroy them, using all the perfected science
at their disposal to accomplish the destruction.

The monstrous absurdity of pioneer arrogance saw its culmination in that unspeakable war–a war Vice-President Hubert Humphrey dubbed “America’s finest hour.”
The entire might of the technological megamachine was pitted against a small,
poor, archaic peasant region. The proportions–in comparative wealth, in technology, in firepower–were obscene. At any given time, the difference in firepower
ranged anywhere from 50 to 1, to 500 to 1. The war represented “the triumph
of the principles and values of the industrial bureaucracy,” a “General Motors of
Death,” as Gordon Livingston, a regimental surgeon who served there, put it later.
At the 1970 war crimes hearings, he testified, “The magnitude of the effort, the
paperwork, and the middle-management attitude of many of the participants, as
well as the predilection for charts and statistics–including that most dehumanizing and absurd figure of all, the body count–all these represent the triumph of
technocracy over reason.”
This quintessentially techno-bureaucratic campaign against Vietnam flowed
from the same hatred and poverty of spirit that fueled the wars against the
indigenous peoples of this continent. It was a deep-seated hatred, founded
upon guilt and a sense of separation, so it had to be manifested in a war against
the earth itself. But this time, all the demonic instruments of technology were
available to the crusade.
The aerial bombardment was unrivaled in the history of warfare. Already,
by 1969, South Vietnam, North Vietnam and Laos were the three most heavily bombed countries in history. “The unparalleled, lavish use of firepower,” a
U.S. military analyst wrote laconically, “is an outstanding characteristic of U.S.
military tactics in the Vietnam war.”
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V. THE “LUNARIZATION PROGRAM”

